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An operator T acting on a Banach space X possesses property (gb) if σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) =
π(T ), where σa(T ) is the approximate point spectrum of T , σSBF−+ (T ) is the essential
semi-B-Fredholm spectrum of T and π(T ) is the set of all poles of the resolvent of T .
In this paper we study property (gb) in connection with Weyl type theorems, which is
analogous to generalized Browder’s theorem. Several suﬃcient and necessary conditions
for which property (gb) holds are given. We also study the stability of property (gb)
for a polaroid operator T acting on a Banach space, under perturbations by ﬁnite rank
operators, by nilpotent operators and, more generally, by algebraic and Riesz operators
commuting with T .
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, L(X) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on a Banach space X. For T ∈
L(X), let T ∗ , ker(T ), R(T ), σ(T ), σp(T ) and σa(T ) denote respectively the adjoint, the null space, the range, the spectrum,
the point spectrum and the approximate point spectrum of T . Let α(T ) and β(T ) be the nullity and the deﬁciency of T
deﬁned by α(T ) := dimker(T ) and β(T ) := codimR(T ). If the range R(T ) of T is closed and α(T ) < ∞ (resp. β(T ) < ∞),
then T is called an upper semi-Fredholm (resp. a lower semi-Fredholm) operator. In the sequel SF+(X) (resp. SF−(X)) will
denote the set of all upper (resp. lower) semi-Fredholm operators. If T ∈ L(X) is either upper or lower semi-Fredholm, then T
is called a semi-Fredholm operator, and the index of T is deﬁned by ind(T ) = α(T ) − β(T ). If both α(T ) and β(T ) are ﬁnite,
then T is a Fredholm operator. An operator T is called Weyl if it is Fredholm of index zero.
Let a := a(T ) be the ascent of an operator T ; i.e., the smallest nonnegative integer p such that ker(T p) = ker(T p+1).
If such integer does not exist we put a(T ) = ∞. Analogously, let d := d(T ) be descent of an operator T ; i.e., the smallest
nonnegative integer s such that R(T s) = R(T s+1), and if such integer does not exist we put d(T ) = ∞. It is well known that
if a(T ) and d(T ) are both ﬁnite then a(T ) = d(T ) [29, Proposition 38.3]. Moreover, 0 < a(T − λI) = d(T − λI) < ∞ precisely
when λ is a pole of the resolvent of T , see Heuser [29, Proposition 50.2].
An operator T ∈ L(X) is called Browder if it is Fredholm “of ﬁnite ascent and descent”. The Weyl spectrum of T is deﬁned
by σW (T ) := {λ ∈ C: T − λI is not Weyl}. For T ∈ L(X), let SF−+(X) := {T ∈ SF+(X): ind(T ) 0}. Then the upper Weyl spec-
trum of T is deﬁned by σSF−+ (T ) := {λ ∈ C: T − λI /∈ SF
−+(X)}. Let (T ) = σ(T ) \ σW (T ) and a(T ) = σa(T ) \ σSF−+ (T ).
Following Coburn [21], we say that Weyl’s theorem holds for T ∈ L(X) (in symbols, T ∈ W) if (T ) = E0(T ), where
E0(T ) = {λ ∈ isoσ(T ): 0 < α(T − λI) < ∞} and that Browder’s theorem holds for T (in symbols, T ∈ B) if σb(T ) = σW (T ),
where σb(T ) = {λ ∈ C: T − λI /∈ B}. Here and elsewhere in this paper, for K ⊂ C, iso K is the set of isolated points of K .
According to Rakoc˜evic´ [35], an operator T ∈ L(X) is said to satisfy a-Weyl’s theorem (in symbols, T ∈ aW) if a(T ) = E0a(T ),
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Weyl’s theorem, but the converse does not hold in general.
For T ∈ L(X) and a nonnegative integer n deﬁne Tn to be the restriction of T to R(Tn) viewed as a map from R(Tn)
into R(Tn) (in particular T0 = T ). If for some integer n the range space R(Tn) is closed and Tn is an upper (resp. a lower)
semi-Fredholm operator, then T is called an upper (resp. a lower) semi-B-Fredholm operator. In this case the index of T is
deﬁned as the index of the semi-B-Fredholm operator Tn , see [13]. Moreover, if Tn is a Fredholm operator, then T is called
a B-Fredholm operator. A semi-B-Fredholm operator is an upper or a lower semi-B-Fredholm operator. An operator T ∈ L(X)
is said to be a B-Weyl operator if it is a B-Fredholm operator of index zero. The B-Weyl spectrum σBW(T ) of T is deﬁned by
σBW(T ) := {λ ∈ C: T − λI is not a B-Weyl operator}.
Given T ∈ L(X), we say that the generalized Weyl’s theorem holds for T (and we write T ∈ gW) if σ(T ) \ σBW(T ) = E(T ),
where E(T ) is the set of all isolated eigenvalues of T , and that the generalized Browder’s theorem holds for T (in symbols,
T ∈ gB) if σ(T ) \ σBW(T ) = π(T ), where π(T ) is the set of all poles of T , see [17, Deﬁnition 2.13]. It is known [17,28] that
gW ⊆ gB ∩ W and that gB ∪ W ⊆ B.
Moreover, given T ∈ gB, it is clear that T ∈ gW if and only if E(T ) = π(T ). Generalized Weyl’s theorem has been studied
in [10,14,15,17,18,36] and the references therein. Let SBF+(X) be the class of all upper semi-B-Fredholm operators,
SBF−+(X) =
{
T ∈ SBF+(X): ind(T ) 0
}
.
The upper B-Weyl spectrum of T
σSBF−+(T ) :=
{
λ ∈ C: T − λI /∈ SBF−+(X)
}
.
We say that T obeys generalized a-Weyl’s theorem (in symbols, T ∈ gaW), if σSBF−+ (T ) = σa(T ) \ Ea(T ); where Ea(T ) is the set
of all eigenvalues of T which are isolated in σa(T ) [17, Deﬁnition 2.13]. Generalized a-Weyl’s theorem has been studied in
[17,16,20,37].
Deﬁnition 1.1. (See [27].) Let T ∈ L(X) and let s ∈ N. Then T has a uniform descent for n  s if R(T ) + ker(Tn) = R(T ) +
ker(T s) for all n s. If, in addition, R(T ) + ker(T s) is closed then T is said to have a topological uniform descent for n s.
Recall from [15] that an operator T is Drazin invertible if it has a ﬁnite ascent and descent. The Drazin spectrum σD(T ) =
{λ ∈ C: T − λI is not Drazin invertible}. We observe that σD(T ) = σ(T ) \π(T ). Deﬁne the set LD(X) by
LD(X) = {T ∈ L(X): a(T ) < ∞ and R(T a(T )+1) is closed}.
Deﬁnition 1.2. (See [17].) Let X be a Banach space. Then T ∈ L(X) is called left Drazin invertible if T ∈ LD(X). The left Drazin
spectrum is deﬁned by σLD(T ) = {λ ∈ C: T − λI /∈ LD(X)}.
Deﬁnition 1.3. (See [17].) We will say that λ ∈ σa(T ) is a left pole of T if T − λI is left Drazin invertible and that λ ∈ σa(T )
is a left pole of T of ﬁnite rank if λ is a left pole of T and α(T − λI) < ∞. We will denote by πa(T ) the set of all left poles
of T , and by πa0 (T ) the set of all left poles of T of ﬁnite rank.
It follows from the preceding description that σLD(T ) = σa(T ) \ πa(T ). Following [12], we say that T obeys generalized
a-Browder’s theorem (in symbol, T ∈ gaB) if σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = πa(T ).
An operator T ∈ L(X) has the single-valued extension property at a point λ0 ∈ C, SVEP at λ0, if for every open disc U
centered at λ0 the only analytic function f : U → X satisfying (T − λI) f (λ) = 0 is the function f ≡ 0. The single valued
extension property plays an important role in local spectral theory and Fredholm theory (see [32,1]). Evidently, every T has
SVEP at points in the resolvent ρ(T ) = C \ σ(T ) or the boundary ∂σ (T ) of the spectrum of T . It is easily veriﬁed that SVEP
is inherited by restrictions. We say that T has SVEP if it has SVEP at every λ ∈ σ(T ).
Following [34], we say that T ∈ L(X) satisﬁes property (w) if a(T ) = σa(T ) \ σSF−+ (T ) = E0(T ). The property (w) has
been studied in [4,34]. In [4, Theorem 2.8], it is shown that property (w) implies Weyl’s theorem, but the converse is not
true in general. Following [11], we say that T ∈ L(X) possesses property (gw) if ga (T ) = σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = E(T ). Property
(gw) has been introduced and studied in [11]. Property (gw) extends property (w) to the context of B-Fredholm theory,
and it is proved in [11] that an operator satisﬁes property (gw) satisﬁes property (w) but the converse is not true in
general. According to [19], an operator T ∈ L(X) is said to satisfy property (gb) if ga (T ) = π(T ), and is said to possess
property (b) if a(T ) = π0(T ). It is shown [19, Theorem 2.3] that an operator satisﬁes property (gb) satisﬁes property (b)
but the converse is not true in general.
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We begin this section by the following theorems and lemmas in order to give proofs of the results in this paper.
Lemma 2.1. Let T ∈ L(X). If T ∗ has the SVEP, then:
(i) σ(T ) = σa(T ) [32, p. 20].
(ii) σBW(T ) = σSBF−+ (T ) [6, Theorem 2.9].
Hence it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Ea(T ) = E(T ) and ga (T ) = g(T ).
Remark 2.2. Let π(T ) be the set of all poles of the resolvent of T and let π0(T ) be the set of all poles of the resolvent of T
of ﬁnite rank, that is
π0(T ) =
{
λ ∈ π(T ): α(T − λI) < ∞}.
According to [29], a complex number λ is a pole of the resolvent of T if and only if 0 < max{a(T − λI),d(T − λI)} < ∞.
Moreover, if this is true then a(T −λI) = d(T −λI). According also to [29], the space R((T −λI)a(T−λI)+1) is closed for each
λ ∈ π(T ). Hence we have always π(T ) ⊂ πa(T ) and π0(T ) ⊂ πa0 (T ).
Lemma 2.3. (See [19].) Let T ∈ L(X) be an upper semi-B-Fredholm operator. If α(T ) < ∞, then T is an upper semi-Fredholm operator.
Lemma 2.4. Let T ∈ L(X). If property (gb) holds for T , then property (b) holds for T .
Proof. Suppose that T satisﬁes property (gb) and let λ ∈ a(T ). Since σSBF−+ (T ) ⊆ σSF−+ (T ). Then λ ∈ 
g
a (T ) = π(T ). Hence
λ is a pole of T . Since T − λI ∈ SF+(X), then α(T − λI) < ∞. So λ ∈ π0(T ).
Conversely, if λ ∈ π0(T ), then λ is a pole of T , T − λI and d(T − λI) are ﬁnite. Since T satisﬁes property (gb), we have
λ ∈ a(T ). Hence a(T ) = π0(T ), that is, T satisﬁes property (b). 
Lemma 2.5. Let T ∈ L(X). If property (gw) holds for T , then property (gb) holds for T .
Proof. Suppose that T satisﬁes property (gw), then ga (T ) = E(T ). Then T satisﬁes generalized Weyl’s theorem. Hence
E(T ) = π(T ). That is, T satisﬁes property (gb). 
Lemma 2.6. Let T ∈ L(X). Then T satisﬁes property (gb) if and only if T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem and π(T ) = πa(T ).
Proof. Assume that T satisﬁes property (gb), i.e., ga (T ) = π(T ). Let λ ∈ πa(T ) then it follows from [17, Theorem 2.8] that
λ /∈ σSBF−+ (T ) and hence λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = π(T ). Therefore, T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem.
Conversely, if T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem and π(T ) = πa(T ). Then ga (T ) = π(T ). That is, T satisﬁes
property (gb). 
The following example shows that generalized a-Browder’s theorem and generalized Browder’s theorem do not imply
property (gb).
Example 2.7. Let R ∈ 
2(N) be the unilateral right shift and S ∈ 
2(N) the operator deﬁned by
S(x1, x2, x3, . . .) = (0, x2, x3, . . .).
Consider the operator T deﬁned on the Banach space 
2(N) ⊕ 
2(N) by T = R ⊕ S , then σ(T ) = D(0,1) is the closed unit
disc in C, isoσ(T ) = ∅ and σa(T ) = C(0,1)∪ {0}, where C(0,1) is the unit circle of C, σSBF−+ (T ) = C(0,1), σBW(T ) = D(0,1)
and π(T ) = ∅. This implies that σ(T ) \ σBW(T ) = ∅ and ga (T ) = {0}. Moreover, we have πa(T ) = {0}. Hence T satisﬁes
generalized a-Browder’s theorem and so T satisﬁes generalized Browder’s theorem. But T does not satisfy property (gb).
Proposition 2.8. Let T ∈ L(X). Then T satisﬁes property (gb) if and only if
(i) T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem;
(ii) ind(T − λI) = 0 for all λ ∈ ga (T ).
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a-Browder’s theorem and π(T ) = πa(T ). If λ ∈ ga (T ), as T satisﬁes property (gb) then λ ∈ π(T ). Hence T − λI is a B-Weyl
operator and ind(T − λI) = 0.
Conversely, assume that T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem and ind(T − λI) = 0 for all λ ∈ ga (T ). If λ ∈ ga (T ),
then T − λI is a semi-B-Fredholm operator such that ind(T − λI) = 0. Hence T − λI is a B-Weyl operator. Since T satis-
ﬁes generalized Browder’s theorem, then λ ∈ π(T ) and hence ga (T ) ⊆ π(T ). To show the opposite inclusion, let λ ∈ π(T ),
then T − λI is a B-Weyl operator and since λ ∈ σ(T ), then α(T − λI) > 0. Thus λ ∈ ga (T ). Consequently T satisﬁes prop-
erty (gb). 
Lemma 2.9. Let T ∈ L(X). Then property (gb) holds for T if and only if property (b) holds for T and π(T ) = πa(T ).
Proof. Assume that T satisﬁes property (gb), so it follows from Lemma 2.4 that T satisﬁes property (b). Conversely, assume
that property (b) holds for T and π(T ) = πa(T ). It follows from [19] that T satisﬁes a-Browder’s theorem. As we know
from [12, Theorem 2.2] that a-Browder’s theorem is equivalent to generalized a-Browder’s theorem, it follows that T satisﬁes
generalized a-Browder’s theorem. Hence we have ga (T ) = πa(T ). As by hypothesis π(T ) = πa(T ), then ga (T ) = π(T ) and
T satisﬁes property (gb). 
Theorem 2.10. Let T ∈ L(X). If T has the property (gb), then the following statements hold:
(i) σSBF−+ (T ) = σLD(T );
(ii) σa(T ) = σSBF−+ (T ) ∪ Ea(T );
(iii) acc(σa(T )) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T );
(iv) σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) ⊆ Ea(T ).
Proof. (i) Suppose that T satisﬁes property (gb). Then T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem. Then σa(T ) \σSBF−+ (T ) =
πa(T ). Let λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ). Then λ ∈ πa(T ), and so T − λI is left Drazin invertible. Therefore λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σLD(T ),
and hence, σLD(T ) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ). On the other hand, since σSBF−+ (T ) ⊆ σLD(T ) is always veriﬁed for any operator T [17,
Lemma 2.12]. We have, σSBF−+ (T ) = σLD(T ).
(ii) Let λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ). Then λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σLD(T ), and so T − λI is left Drazin invertible but not bounded be-
low. Therefore λ ∈ Ea(T ). Thus σa(T ) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ) ∪ Ea(T ). Since the other inclusion is always true, we must have σa(T ) =
σSBF−+ (T ) ∪ Ea(T ).
(iii) Since T satisﬁes property (gb) then T satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem. Then σSBF−+ (T ) = σa(T ) \πa(T ). Let
λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ). Then λ ∈ πa(T ), and so λ is an isolated point of σa(T ). Therefore λ ∈ σa(T ) \ acc(σa(T )), and hence,
acc(σa(T )) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ).
(iv) By part (iii), we have acc(σa(T )) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ). Let λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ). Then T − λ ∈ SBF
−+(X) but not bounded below.
Since acc(σa(T )) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ), λ is an isolated point of σa(T ). It follows from [17, Theorem 2.8] that λ is a left pole of the
resolvent of T . Therefore λ ∈ πa(T ), and hence, σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) ⊆ Ea(T ). 
The following example shows that generalized a-Weyl’s theorem and generalized Weyl’s theorem do not imply prop-
erty (gb).
Example 2.11. Let X = 
2(N) and S ∈ L(X) be the unilateral right shift and let V be deﬁned by
V (x1, x2, . . .) = (0, x2, x3, . . .), (xn) ∈ 
2(N).
If T = S ⊕ V , then σ(T ) = D(0,1) the closed unit disc in C, isoσ(T ) = ∅ and σa(T ) = C(0,1) ∪ {0}, where C(0,1) is unit
circle of C. This implies that
σSBF−+(T ) = C(0,1) and 
g
a (T ) = {0}.
Moreover we have E(T ) = ∅, Ea(T ) = {0}, and π(T ) = ∅. Hence T satisﬁes generalized a-Weyl’s theorem and so T satisﬁes
generalized Weyl’s theorem. But T does not satisfy property (gb).
The next result gives simple necessary and suﬃcient conditions for an operator T satisﬁes property (gb) to satisfy
generalized a-Weyl’s theorem.
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(a) T ∈ gaW .
(b) σSBF−+ (T ) ∩ Ea(T ) = ∅.
(c) πa(T ) = Ea(T ).
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b). Assume T ∈ gaW , that is, σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = Ea(T ). It then easily that σSBF−+ (T ) ∩ Ea(T ) = ∅, as required
for (b).
(b) ⇒ (c). Let λ ∈ Ea(T ). The condition in (b) implies that λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ), and since T ∈ gaB , we must have λ ∈
πa(T ). It follows that Ea(T ) ⊆ πa(T ), and since the reverse inclusion always holds, we obtain (c).
(c) ⇒ (a). Since T satisﬁes property (gb). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = π(T ) and πa(T ) = π(T ),
and since we are assuming Ea(T ) = πa(T ), it follows that σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = Ea(T ), that is, T ∈ gaW . 
For an operator T ∈ L(X), we set
Λa = {λ ∈ isoσa(T ): T − λI ∈ SBF(X)}.
Lemma 2.13. Let T ∈ L(X). Then πa(T ) = Λa(T ).
Proof. If λ ∈ πa(T ), then it follows from [17, Remark 2.7] that λ is isolated in σa(T ). Since λ ∈ πa(T ), then it follows from
[17, Theorem 2.8] that λ /∈ σSBF−+ (T ). Therefore T − λI is semi-B-Fredholm. Hence πa(T ) ⊆ Λa(T ). For the converse, let
λ ∈ Λa(T ), then T − λI is semi-B-Fredholm and λ is isolated in σa(T ). Since T − λI is semi-B-Fredholm, it also an operator
of topological uniform descent, and by [17, Theorem 2.8], R((T −λI)a(Tλ I)+1) is closed. Now it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
T − λI is upper semi-Fredholm. Then λ /∈ σLD(T ). Hence λ ∈ πa(T ). 
Proposition 2.14. Let T ∈ L(X). If T satisﬁes the property (gb). Then T satisﬁes generalized a-Weyl theorem if and only if Λa(T ) =
Ea(T ).
Proof. Suppose that generalized a-Weyl’s theorem holds for T , then ga (T ) = Ea(T ). Since
Ea(T ) ∩ σSBF(T ) ⊆ Ea(T ) ∩ σSBF−+(T ) = ∅.
Then
Ea(T ) ⊆ isoσa(T ) ∩ ρSBF(T ) = Λa(T ).
Hence Ea(T ) ⊆ Λa(T ). Since the other inclusion is always veriﬁed, we conclude that Λa(T ) = Ea(T ).
Assume that Λa(T ) = Ea(T ). Since T satisﬁes property (gb) and hence generalized a-Browder’s theorem, then
πa(T ) = σa(T ) \ σSBF−+(T ) = Λ
a(T ) = Ea(T ).
Hence T satisﬁes generalized a-Weyl’s theorem. 
Two important T -invariant subspaces of T are deﬁned as follows. The quasinilpotent part H0(T −λI) and the analytic core
K (T − λI) of T − λI are deﬁned by
H0(T − λI) :=
{
x ∈ X: lim
n→∞
∥∥(T − λI)nx∥∥ 1n = 0},
and
K (T − λI) = {x ∈ X: there exist a sequence {xn} ⊂ X and δ > 0 for which x= x0,
(T − λI)xn+1 = xn and ‖xn‖ δn‖x‖ for all n = 1,2, . . .
}
.
Note that (T − λI)K (T − λI) = K (T − λI) [1, Chapter 1], moreover (see [3]),
H0(T − λI) is closed ⇒ T has SVEP at λ.
Let Hol(σ (T )) be the space of all functions that analytic in an open neighborhoods of σ(T ).
Theorem 2.15. Let T ∈ L(X) be such that there exists λ ∈ C such that K (T − λI) = {0} and ker(T − λI) = {0}. Then property (gb)
and property (gw) hold for f (T ) for all f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
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Lemma 2.4 of [9] that σp(T ) = ∅, so T has SVEP, we show that also σp( f (T )) = ∅. Let β ∈ σ( f (T )) then f (z) − β I =
Q (z)g(z) where g is complex-valued analytic function on a neighborhood of σ(T ) without any zeros in σ(T ) while Q is
a complex polynomial of the form Q (z) =∏ni=1(z − λi)mi with distinct roots λ1, . . . , λn ∈ σ(T ). Since g(T ) is invertible, we
have
ker
(
f (T ) − β I)= ker(Q (T ))=
n⊕
i=1
ker(T − λi I)mi .
This implies that ker( f (T ) − β I) = {0} for all β ∈ C, so σp( f (T )) = ∅ since the SVEP is stable under the functional calculus,
then f (T ) has the SVEP, so that generalized a-Browder’s theorem holds for f (T ), see [31]. To prove that property (gb) holds
for f (T ), by Lemma 2.6 it suﬃces to prove that
πa
(
f (T )
)= π( f (T )).
Clearly, the condition σp( f (T )) = ∅ entails that
Ea
(
f (T )
)= πa( f (T ))= ∅.
Hence
E
(
f (T )
)= π( f (T ))= ∅.
Therefore, property (gb) holds for f (T ) for all f ∈ Hol(σ (T )). On the other hand, to prove that property (gw) holds for
f (T ), by Theorem 2.6 of [11] it suﬃces to prove
E
(
f (T )
)= πa( f (T )).
But
πa
(
f (T )
)= ∅ = E( f (T )).
Since f (T ) satisﬁes generalized a-Browder’s theorem. By Theorem 2.6 of [11], it then follows that f (T ) satisﬁes prop-
erty (gw). 
Proposition 2.16. Let T ∈ L(X) be the SVEP. If T − λI has ﬁnite descent at every λ ∈ Ea(T ), then T satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. Let λ ∈ Ea(T ), then m = d(T − λI) < ∞ and since T has SVEP it follows from [31, Proposition 1.8] that a(T − λI) =
d(T −λI) =m and by [22, Theorem 1.54], λ is a pole of the resolvent of T of order m 1 and hence λ ∈ π(T ). Consequently,
λ is an isolated point in σa(T ). Then by [30, Theorem 3.2] H = K (T − λI) ⊕ H0(T − λI), with K (T − λI) = R(T − λI)m is
closed, hence λ ∈ πa(T ). Therefore, Ea(T ) = πa(T ) = π(T ). That is, T satisﬁes property (gb). 
An operator T acting on a Banach space X is called polaroid (resp. a-polaroid) if all isolated of the spectrum (resp. of
the approximate point spectrum) of T are poles (resp. left poles) of the resolvent of T .
Recall that an operator T ∈ L(X) is called isoloid (resp. a-isoloid) if all isolated points isoσ(T ) of σ(T ) (resp. isoσa(T ) of
σa(T )) are eigenvalues of T . So polaroid operators are isoloid and a-polaroid are a-isoloid. But the converse is not true in
general, see [32].
Let P (X) denote the class of all operators T ∈ L(X) such that there exists p := p(λ) ∈ N such that
H0(T − λI) = ker(T − λI)p for all λ ∈ isoσ(T ).
The class P (X) is rather large. In fact, every algebraic paranormal operator deﬁned on a Hilbert space is polaroid, see [2].
Clearly, P (X) contains the class of operators that satisfy the following property H(p):
H0(T − λI) = ker(T − λI)p for all λ ∈ C.
The class H(p) has been introduced in [33] and in [7] this class of operators has been studied for p := p(λ) = 1 for all
λ ∈ C. Property H(p) is satisﬁed by every generalized scalar operator, and in particular for p-hyponormal, log-hyponormal,
M-hyponormal operators on Hilbert spaces, see [33].
It is known that if H0(T − λI) is closed for every complex number λ, then T has the SVEP, see [25]. So that, the SVEP is
shared by all operators of P (X).
Theorem 2.17. Let T ∗ ∈ P (X∗), then property (gb) holds for f (T ) for every f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
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it suﬃces to establish property (gb) for T . Now since T ∗ has the SVEP then σa(T ) = σ(T ) it follows that
Ea(T ) = σp(T ) ∩ iso
(
σa(T )
)= σp(T ) ∩ iso(σ(T ))= E(T ).
Let λ ∈ E(T ) = Ea(T ), then X = H0(T − λI) ⊕ K (T − λI) and K (T − λI) is closed. Since T ∗ ∈ P (X∗), let p = p(λ) be the
positive integer for which H0(T − λI) = ker(T − λI)p , hence
R(T − λI)p = (T − λI)p(H0(T − λI) ⊕ K (T − λI))
= (T − λI)p(K (T − λI))
= K (T − λI),
thus R(T − λI)p = R(T − λI)p+1 which by Proposition 2.16 shows that T satisﬁes property (gb). 
Theorem 2.18. Let T ∈ P (X) be such that σ(T ) = σa(T ) then property (gw) holds for f (T ) for every f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
Proof. By the spectral mapping theorem for the spectrum and approximate point spectrum, and the fact that f (T ) ∈ P (X).
Since σ(T ) = σa(T ) it follows that
Ea(T ) = σp(T ) ∩ iso
(
σa(T )
)= σp(T ) ∩ iso(σ(T ))= E(T ).
Let λ ∈ Ea(T ) = E(T ). Then λ is isolated in σa(T ) = σ(T ). Then by [10]
X = H0(T − λI) ⊕ K (T − λI),
where the direct sum is topological. Since there exists a natural number p such that H0(T − λI) = ker(T − λI)p , then
X = ker(T − λI)p ⊕ K (T − λI).
This implies that
(T − λI)p(X) = (T − λI)K (T − λI) = K (T − λI).
Thus
X = ker((T − λI)p)⊕ R((T − λI)p).
Therefore, (T −λI)p is Weyl, and so is T −λI . Hence T −λI is B-Fredholm. Hence λ ∈ Λa(T ) = πa(T ). Thus Ea(T ) = E(T ) ⊆
πa(T ). Since the other inclusion is always veriﬁed. Then E(T ) = πa(T ). Hence property (gw) holds for T . 
Corollary 2.19. Let T ∈ P (X) be such that σ(T ) = σa(T ) then property (gb) holds for f (T ) for every f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
3. Property (gb) and perturbations
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that T ∈ L(X).
(a) If T ∗ has SVEP then σSBF−+ (T ) = σBW(T ).
(b) If T has SVEP then σSBF−+ (T
∗) = σBW(T ).
Proof. (a) The inclusion σSBF−+ (T ) ⊆ σBW(T ) holds for every T ∈ L(X). Suppose that λ /∈ σSBF−+ (T ). Then T − λI ∈ SBF+(X)
with ind(T − λI) 0. The SVEP of T ∗ entails that d(T − λI) < ∞, see [8, Remark 2.1], and by [1, Theorem 3.4] this implies
that ind(T − λI) 0. Therefore, ind(T − λI) = 0. Hence T − λI is B-Weyl operator, thus λ /∈ σBW(T ).
(b) The inclusion σSBF−+ (T
∗) ⊆ σBW(T ) holds for every T ∈ L(X). Suppose that λ /∈ σSBF−+ (T ∗). Then T ∗ − λI∗ ∈ SBF+(X∗)
with ind(T ∗ − λI∗) 0. By duality T − λI ∈ SBF−(X) and by [8, Remark 2.1] the SVEP at λ entails that a(T − λI) < ∞. By
[1, Theorem 3.4] we have ind(T −λI) 0, thus ind(T ∗ −λI∗) = −ind(T −λI) 0. Therefore, ind(T −λI) = ind(T ∗ −λI∗) = 0.
Hence T − λI is B-Weyl operator, thus λ /∈ σBW(T ). 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that T ∈ L(X). Then the following statements hold:
(i) If T is polaroid and T ∗ has SVEP then property (gb) holds for T .
(ii) If T is polaroid and T has SVEP then property (gb) holds for T ∗ .
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σBW(T ) = E(T ) = π(T ). Now since T ∗ has the SVEP, it follows from Corollary 2.45 of [1] and Lemma 3.1 that σa(T ) = σ(T )
and σSBF−+ (T ) = σBW(T ). Therefore, 
g
a (T ) = g(T ) = π(T ). That is, T satisﬁes property (gb).
(ii) First note that since T has SVEP then σa(T ∗) = σ(T ∗) = σ(T ), see Corollary 2.45 of [1], also we have by part (b) of
Lemma 3.1 that σSBF−+ (T
∗) = σBW(T ). Since T is polaroid then T ∗ is polaroid and hence E(T ∗) = π(T ∗). Therefore, T ∗ satis-
ﬁes generalized Weyl’s theorem, i.e., g(T ∗) = E(T ∗) = π(T ∗). Hence ga (T ∗) = σa(T ∗)\σSBF−+ (T ∗) = σ(T )\σBW(T ) = π(T ∗).
That is, T ∗ satisﬁes property (gb). 
The following example shows that in the statement (i) of Theorem 3.2 the assumption that T ∗ has SVEP cannot be
replaced by the assumption that T has SVEP.
Example 3.3. Denote by S the unilateral right shift on 
2(N) and deﬁne
V (x1, x2, . . .) = (0, x2, x3, . . .) for all (xn) ∈ 
2(N).
Clearly, V is a quasi-nilpotent operator. Let T = S ⊕ V . We have σ(T ) = D, D the closed unit disc of C, so isoσ(T ) =
E(T ) = π(T ) = ∅ and hence T is polaroid. Moreover, σa(T ) = ∂D ∪ {0}. Since σa(T ) does not cluster at λ. Then T has SVEP
at 0, as well as at the points λ /∈ σa(T ). Since T has SVEP at all points ∂σ (T ) it then follows that T has SVEP. Finally,
σSBF−+ (T ) = ∂σ (T ) so 
g
a (T ) = {0} = π(T ) = ∅, thus T does not satisfy property (gb).
Analogously, in the statement (ii) of Theorem 3.2 the assumption that T has SVEP cannot be replaced by the assumption
that T ∗ has SVEP.
Example 3.4. Let us consider the left shift L ∈ 
2(N), and let V ∗ be the adjoint of the quasi-nilpotent operator V deﬁned
in Example 3.3. We have L∗ = R , R the unilateral right shift. If we deﬁne W := L ⊕ V ∗ then, as observed in Example 3.3
W ∗ = R ⊕ V has SVEP. From Example 3.3 we also know that σ(W ) = σ(W ∗) = D, so isoσ(W ∗) = E(W ∗) = π(W ∗) = ∅ and
hence W is polaroid. Moreover, σa(W ∗) = ∂D∪ {0}. Finally, σSBF−+ (W ∗) = ∂σ (W ∗) so 
g
a (W
∗) = {0} = π(W ∗) = ∅, thus W ∗
does not satisfy property (gb).
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) is generalized scalar. Then T satisﬁes property (gw) if and only if T satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. If T is generalized scalar then both T and T ∗ have SVEP. Moreover, T is polaroid since every generalized scalar has
the property H(p). Then T satisﬁes property (gw) by Theorem 2.10 of [11], also T satisﬁes property (gb) by Theorem 3.2.
Hence ga (T ) = E(T ) = π(T ), that is, T satisﬁes property (gb) if and only if T satisﬁes property (gw). 
Example 3.6. Property (gb), as well as generalized Weyl’s theorem, is not transmitted from T to its dual T ∗ . To see this,
consider the weighted right shift T ∈ 
2(N), deﬁned by
T (x1, x2, . . .) :=
(
0,
x1
2
,
x2
3
, . . .
)
for all (xn) ∈ 
2(N).
Then
T ∗(x1, x2, . . .) :=
(
x2
2
,
x3
3
, . . .
)
for all (xn) ∈ 
2(N).
Both T and T ∗ are quasi-nilpotent, and hence are decomposable, T satisﬁes generalized Weyl’s theorem since σ(T ) =
σBW(T ) = {0} and E(T ) = π(T ) = ∅ and hence T has property (gb). On the other hand, we have σ(T ∗) = σa(T ∗) =
σSBF−+ (T
∗) = Ea(T ∗) = σBW(T ∗) = E(T ∗) = {0} and πa(T ∗) = ∅, so T ∗ does not satisfy generalized Weyl’s theorem (and
nor generalized a-Weyl’s theorem). Since T ∗ has SVEP, then T ∗ does not satisfy property (gb).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) satisﬁes property (gb) and F is a ﬁnite rank operator commuting with T such that σa(T + F ) =
σa(T ). Then πa(T + F ) ⊆ π(T + F ).
Proof. Let λ ∈ πa(T + F ) be arbitrary given. Then λ ∈ isoσa(T + F ) and λ /∈ σLD(T + F ) and so T + F − λI is left Drazin
invertible. Hence m = a(T + F − λI) < ∞ and R((T + F − λ)m+1) is closed. Since (T + F − λ)m+1 has closed range, the
condition λ ∈ σa(T + F ) entails that α((T + F − λ)m+1) > 0. Therefore, in order to show that λ ∈ π(T + F ), we need only to
prove that λ is a pole of σ(T + F ).
We know that λ ∈ isoσa(T ). We also have (T + F ) − λI − F = T − λI ∈ gaB so that λ ∈ σa(T ) \ σSBF−+ (T ) = πa(T ).
Now, by assumption T satisﬁes property (gb), so, by Lemma 2.6, πa(T ) = π(T ). Moreover, T satisﬁes generalized Brow-
der’s theorem, hence
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Therefore, T − λI ∈ gB and hence also T + F − λI ∈ gB, so
0 < a(T + F − λI) = d(T + F − λI) < ∞
and hence λ is a pole of the resolvent of T + F . That is, λ ∈ π(T + F ), as desired. 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and F is a ﬁnite rank operator commuting with T such that σa(T + F ) = σa(T ). If T satisﬁes
property (gb), then T + F satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. Suppose that T satisﬁes property (gb). Then, by Lemma 2.6, T ∈ gaB, and hence also T + K ∈ gaB. By Lemma 2.6, in
order to show that T + F satisﬁes property (gb) it suﬃces only to prove the equality πa(T + F ) = π(T + F ). The inclusion
πa(T + F ) ⊆ π(T + F ) follows from Lemma 3.7, so we need only to show the opposite inclusion πa(T + F ) ⊇ π(T + F ). But
this inclusion holds for every operator T ∈ L(X). So the proof is achieved. 
We shall consider nilpotent perturbations of operators satisfying property (gb). It easy to check that if N is a nilpotent
operator commuting with T , then σ(T ) = σ(T + N) and σa(T ) = σa(T + N).
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) satisﬁes property (gb) and N is a nilpotent operator commuting with T . Then πa(T + N) ⊆
π(T + N).
Proof. Suppose that λ ∈ πa(T + N). Then
λ ∈ σa(T + N) \ σSBF−+(T + N) = σa(T ) \ σSBF−+(T ) = π
a(T ).
Since T satisﬁes property (gb) we then have, by Lemma 2.6, πa(T ) = π(T ). Hence λ is a pole of σ(T ) = σ(T ∗) and
Therefore, both T and T ∗ have SVEP at λ. Since T − λI ∈ gaB it then follows that 0 < m = a(T − λI) = d(T − λI) < ∞.
Furthermore, since λ ∈ π(T ) we also have α(T −λI) > 0, thus T −λI ∈ gaB and hence also T +N−λI ∈ gaB, by Theorem 2.1
of [31]. Hence λ is a pole of σ(T + N). 
Theorem 3.10. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and N is a nilpotent operator that commutes with T . If T satisﬁes property (gb), then T + N
satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. Observe ﬁrst that aB ⇔ gaB by Theorem 2.2 of [12], B ⇔ gB by Theorem 2.1 of [12]. Then it follows from Theo-
rem 1.2 of [5] that σLD(T + N) = σLD(T ) and σSBF−+ (T + N) = σSBF−+ (T ). Since T ∈ gaB, by Theorem 1.3 of [20], it then follows
that σLD(T + N) = σSBF−+ (T + N), i.e. T + N ∈ gaB. By Theorem 2.6 of [11] and Lemma 3.9. Now by Lemma 3.9, we have
πa(T + N) ⊆ π(T + N). Since the inclusion is always veriﬁed, we have the result. 
Example 3.11. This example shows that the commutativity hypothesis in Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.10 are essential. Let
X = 
2(N) and T and F be deﬁned by
T (x1, x2, . . .) :=
(
0,
x1
2
,
x2
3
, . . .
)
, {xn} ∈ 
2(N)
and
F (x1, x2, . . .) :=
(
0,
−x1
2
,0, . . .
)
, {xn} ∈ 
2(N).
Clearly, F is a nilpotent operator and hence of ﬁnite rank operator, and T is a quasi-nilpotent satisfying property (gb) since
σa(T ) = σSBF−+ (T ) = {0} and π(T ) = ∅. Now T and F do not commute, σa(T + F ) = σSBF−+ (T + F ) = {0} and π(T + F ) = {0}.
Therefore, T + F does not satisfy property (gb).
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) is polaroid, N ∈ L(X) a nilpotent operator commuting with T .
(i) If T has SVEP then T ∗ + N∗ satisﬁes property (gb).
(ii) If T ∗ has SVEP then T + N satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. (i) If T has SVEP then T + N has SVEP, see Corollary 2.12 of [1]. Moreover, by Theorem 2.10 of [8] T + N is polaroid.
By part (i) of Theorem 3.2 it then follows that property (gb) holds for T ∗ + N∗ .
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n ∈ N. Therefore, T ∗ + N∗ is polaroid, by Theorem 2.10 of [8]. Since T ∗ + N∗ has SVEP, by Corollary 2.12 of [1], it then
follows, by part (ii) of Theorem 3.2 that T + N satisﬁes property (gb). 
Theorem3.13. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) is polaroid, N ∈ L(X) a nilpotent operator commutingwith T . If T ∗ has SVEP and f ∈ Hol(σ (T ))
then property (gb) holds for f (T ) + N.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, T satisﬁes property (gb). The SVEP for T ∗ implies that σ(T ) = σa(T ), so every isolated point of
σa(T ) is a pole of the resolvent of T . It follows from [11, Theorem 2.11] that property (gw) holds for f (T ) and hence
property (gb) holds for f (T ). Finally, by Theorem 3.10 f (T ) + N satisﬁes property (gb). 
Remark A. It is somewhat meaningful to ask what we can say about the operators f (T + N), always under the assumptions
of Theorem 3.13. Now, if T is polaroid then T + N is polaroid, by Theorem 2.10 of [8]. Moreover, by T ∗ + N∗ = (T + N)∗ has
SVEP by Corollary 2.12 of [1]. Hence by Corollary 2.19 f (T + N) satisﬁes property (gw) for every f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
Remark 3.14. It is well known that if Q is a quasi-nilpotent operator commuting with T then
σ(T + Q ) = σ(T ) and σa(T + Q ) = σa(T ).
Generally, property (gw) is not transmitted from T to a quasi-nilpotent perturbation T + Q . In fact, if Q ∈ 
2(N) is
deﬁned by
Q (x1, x2, . . .) =
(
x2
2
,
x3
3
, . . .
)
for all xn ∈ 
2(N).
Then Q is quasi-nilpotent and
{0} = E(Q ) = ga (Q ) = ∅.
Take T = 0. Clearly, T satisﬁes property (gw) but T + Q = Q fails this property. The next result shows that property (gb) is
invariant under commuting quasi-nilpotent perturbations.
Theorem 3.15. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and Q is a quasi-nilpotent operator that commutes with T . Then
σSBF−+(T + Q ) = σSBF−+(T ).
Proof. It is well known that if T ∈ SBF+(X) and K is a Riesz operator commuting with T , then T + λK ∈ SBF+(X)
for all λ ∈ C. Suppose that λ /∈ σSBF−+ (T ). There is no harm if we suppose that λ = 0. Then T ∈ SBF
−+(X) and hence
T +μQ ∈ SBF+(X) for all μ ∈ C. Clearly, T and T + Q belong to the same component of the open set SBF+(X), so ind(T ) =
ind(T + Q ) 0, and hence 0 /∈ σSBF−+ (T + Q ). This shows σSBF−+ (T + Q ) ⊆ σSBF−+ (T ). By symmetry then
σSBF−+(T ) = σSBF−+(T + Q − Q ) ⊆ σSBF−+(T + Q ),
so the equality σSBF−+ (T + Q ) = σSBF−+ (T ) is proved. 
Theorem 3.16. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and suppose that Q is a quasi-nilpotent operator that commutes with T . If T satisﬁes property
(gb), then T + Q satisﬁes property (gb).
Proof. Since generalized a-Browder’s theorem holds for T + Q and hence generalized Browder’s theorem for T + Q , we
have from Remark 3.14 that
π(T + Q ) = σ(T + Q ) \ σBW(T + Q ) = σ(T ) \ σBW(T ) = π(T ).
Now since T satisﬁes property (gb) we have
π(T ) = ga (T ) = ga (T + Q ) = π(T + Q ).
Hence T + Q satisﬁes property (gb). 
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∥∥T 2x∥∥‖x‖ ‖T x‖2 for all x ∈ X.
The class of paranormal operators properly contains a relevant number of Hilbert space operators, among them p-
hyponormal operators, log-hyponormal operators, and the class A operators, that is, |T 2|  |T |2, see [26]. Note that, in
general, paranormal operators do not satisfy property H(p), see [4] for a counter-example.
A bounded operator T ∈ L(X) is said to be algebraically paranormal if there exists a non-trivial polynomial p such
that p(T ) is paranormal.
Deﬁnition 3.17. A bounded linear operator T is said to be algebraic if there exists a non-trivial polynomial h such that
h(T ) = 0.
From the spectral mapping theorem it easily follows that the spectrum of an algebraic operator is a ﬁnite set. A nilpotent
operator is a trivial example of an algebraic operator. Also ﬁnite rank operators K are algebraic; more generally, if Kn is a
ﬁnite rank operator for some n ∈ N then K is algebraic. Clearly, if T is algebraic then its dual T ∗ is algebraic, as well as T ′
in the case of Hilbert space operators.
Theorem 3.18. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and K ∈ L(X) is an algebraic operator commuting with T .
(a) If T ∈ H(p) then property (gb) holds for T ∗ + K ∗ .
(b) If T ∗ ∈ H(p) then property (gb) holds for T + K .
Proof. (a) If T ∈ H(p) then T has SVEP and hence T + K has SVEP by part (i) of Theorem 2.14 of [8]. Moreover, T is polaroid
so also T + K is polaroid by part (ii) of Theorem 2.14 of [8]. By Theorem 3.2, property (gb) holds for T ∗ + K ∗ .
(b) If T ∗ ∈ H(p) has SVEP and hence T ∗ + K ∗ has SVEP. Moreover, T ∗ + K ∗ is polaroid. By Theorem 3.2 it then follows
that property (gb) holds for T + K . 
Theorem 3.19. Suppose that T ∈ L(X) and K ∈ L(X) is an algebraic operator commuting with T .
(i) If T is algebraically paranormal then property (b) holds for T ′ + K ′ .
(ii) If T is algebraically paranormal then property (b) holds for T + K .
Proof. (i) If T is algebraically paranormal then T has SVEP and hence T + K has SVEP. Moreover, T is polaroid so also T + K
is polaroid. By Theorem 3.2, then property (gb) holds for T ∗ + K ∗ and this is equivalent, to saying that property (gb) holds
for T ′ + K ′
(ii) If T ′ is algebraically paranormal then T ′ has SVEP and hence T ′ + K ′ has SVEP, equivalently T ∗ + K ∗ has SVEP.
Moreover, T ′ + K ′ is polaroid, so, by Theorem 2.5 of [8], T + K is polaroid. By Theorem 3.2 it then follows that property
(gb) holds for T + K . 
An operator T is said to satisfy a growth condition of order m, or to be a (Gm)-operator, if there exists a constant M > 0
such that
∥∥(T − λI)−1∥∥ M[dist(λ,σ (T ))]m for all λ /∈ σ(T ).
Hyponormal operators are (G1)-operators [38] and spectral operators of type m−1 are (Gm)-operators [24, Theorem XV.6.7].
Not every T ∈ (Gm) has SVEP (see [23]). Let m be a positive integer. Following [23] we say that T ∈ loc(Gm) (or, T satisﬁes
a local growth condition of order m) if for every closed set F ⊂ C and every x ∈ XT (F ) there exists an analytic function
f : C \ F → X such that (T − λI) f (λ) ≡ x and
∥∥ f (λ)∥∥ M[dist(λ, F )]−m‖x‖ for some M > 0
(independent of F and x). Hyponormal operators are loc(G1) [38] and spectral operators of type m − 1 are loc(Gm) [24,
Theorem XV.6.7]. Evidently, T ∈ loc(Gm) ⇒ T ∈ (Gm). If T ∈ loc(Gm) ∩ L(X), X is reﬂexive. Duggal [23] proved that f (T )
satisﬁes Weyl’s theorem and f (T ∗) satisﬁes a-Weyl’s theorem for every function f ∈ Hol(σ (T )).
Proposition 3.20. Let T ∈ L(X). If T ∗ ∈ loc(Gm), then T satisﬁes property (gw) and property (gb) holds for T .
Proof. Since T ∗ has SVEP and operators in loc(Gm) being polaroid. Then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
σ(T ) = σa(T ), σ −(T ) = σBW(T ) and E(T ) = Ea(T ).SBF+
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π(T ) = E(T ). Therefore, T satisﬁes property (gw) and hence property (gb) holds for T . 
Theorem 3.21. Let T ∈ L(X). Let f ∈ Hol(σ (T )). If T ∗ ∈ loc(Gm), then f (T ) satisﬁes property (gw) and hence property (gb) holds
for f (T ).
Proof. Under the hypotheses and from [39, Theorem 2.3] and Proposition 3.20, we conclude that
σSBF−+
(
f (T )
)= f (σSBF−+(T )
)
, and σa(T ) \ σSBF−+(T ) = E(T ) = π(T ).
Hence
σSBF−+
(
f (T )
)= f (σSBF−+(T )
)= f (σa(T ) \ E(T )).
Since T is isoloid, then by [39, Theorem 2.4] we have
f
(
σa(T ) \ E(T )
)= σa( f (T )) \ E( f (T )).
So

g
a
(
f (T )
)= E( f (T ))= π( f (T )).
Thus f (T ) satisﬁes property (gw) and property (gb) holds for f (T ). 
An operator R ∈ L(X) is a Riesz operator if R − λI is a Fredholm operator for all λ ∈ C \ {0}. Equivalently, R is a Riesz
operator if and only if the essential spectral radius re(R) of R equals 0 [22]. Compact operators, also quasinilpotent operators,
are Riesz operators. It is well known that if R is a Riesz operator which commutes with an operator T ∈ L(X), then σW (T +
R) = σW (T ) [33, Lemma 2.2]. In [23] the author proved that if R is a Riesz operator which commutes with an operator
T ∈ L(X), then σSF−+ (T + R) = σSF−+ (T ) and a-Browder’s theorem holds for T + R .
Recall that T ∈ L(X) is called ﬁnite a-isoloid (resp., ﬁnite isoloid) operator if isoσa(T ) ⊆ σp(T ) (resp., isoσ(T ) ⊆ σp(T )).
Clearly, ﬁnite a-isoloid implies a-isoloid and ﬁnite isoloid, but the converse is not true in general.
Theorem 3.22. Let T be ﬁnitely a-isoloid loc(Gm) operator. If R is a Riesz operator which commutes with T , then T + R satisﬁes
property (gb).
Proof. First observe that T ∈ aB if and only if T ∈ gaB by Theorem 2.2 of [12]. It follows from [23, Theorem 4.1] that
T + R ∈ gaB . Hence ga (T + R) = πa(T + R). The ﬁnitely a-isoloid hypotheses of T and polaroidity of T imply that πa(T ) =
Ea(T ) = πa0 (T ) = E(T ) = π(T ) = π0(T ). Therefore, πa(T + R) = π(T + R). So, the result. 
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